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Abstract

Protein fold recognition (sometimes called threading) is the predic-

tion of a protein's 3-dimensional shape based on its similarity to a protein

of known structure. Fold predictions are low resolution; that is, no e�ort

is made to rotate the protein's component amino acid side chains into

their correct spatial orientations. The goal is simply to recognize the pro-

tein family member that most closely resembles the target sequence of

unknown structure and to create a sensible alignment of the target to the

known structure (i.e., a structure-sequence alignment). To facilitate this

type of structure prediction, we have designed a low resolution molecular

graphics tool. ProtAlign introduces the ability to interact with and edit

alignments directly in the 3-dimensional structure as well as in the usual

2-dimensional layout. It also contains several functions and features to

help the user assess areas within the alignment. ProtAlign implements

an open pipe architecture to allow other programs to access its molec-

ular graphics capabilities. In addition, it is capable of \driving" other

programs. Because amino acid side chain orientation is not relevant in

fold recognition, we represent amino acid residues as abstract shapes or

glyphs much like Lego (tm) blocks and we borrow techniques from com-

parative ow visualization using streamlines to provide clean depictions

of the entire protein model. By creating a low resolution representation

of protein structure, we are able to at least double the amount of infor-

mation on the screen. At the same time, we create a view that is not as

busy as the corresponding representations using traditional high resolu-

tion visualization methods which show detailed atomic structure. This

eliminates distracting and possibly misleading visual clutter resulting

from the mapping of protein alignment information onto a high resolu-

tion display of the known structure. This molecular graphics program is

implemented in OpenGL to facilitate porting to other platforms.
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1 Introduction

Proteins are responsible for such diverse tasks as facilitating chemical reactions

and transporting molecules. By studying protein structure, we gain insight into

how proteins function, and how their properties can be modulated, either in

a directed manner as in protein engineering, or in an unwanted way as is the

case in genetic disease.

As the genome sequencing projects proceed, scientists have gained ac-

cess to tremendous amounts of biological information. Due to the di�culties

inherent in understanding large quantities of data, information visualization

techniques have become an attractive option for the �eld of bioinformatics 1;2.

Using information visualization, researchers can see experimental results more

clearly than by simply viewing raw numbers. For example, a protein sequence

alignment may obtain a reasonable numerical score, but visual inspection of the

structural model might reveal incongruencies with the physical demands placed

on protein structures, such as the need for an intact structural core. In devel-

oping and using tools for biological visualization, we have observed that it is

di�cult to incorporate 3-dimensional data into visual displays for the purpose

of analyzing the validity of individual amino acid placements. This problem

arises because of the normal visual clutter which ensues when large amounts

of atomic data are displayed at high resolution (see Color Plate 1). Another

problem is that while there exist several tools for displaying 2-dimensional bio-

sequence alignments (see Figure 1), the tools for viewing the corresponding

3D comparisons either show too much information or not enough 3. Further-

more, while there are tools that allow one to �ne tune and edit an alignment

in 2-dimensions, virtually no tools exist to support alignment editing directly

in the 3-dimensional structure.

To address these concerns, we describe the ProtAlign system. In partic-

ular, we describe its:

1. 3-dimensional editing capabilities. While analyzing the structure of a

protein, the user now has the ability to directly manipulate and edit the

position of the residues. This feature saves the user a context switch in

going from the 3D representation to 2D then back to 3D, and allows them

to focus more on the problem at hand. Traditional 2-dimensional editing

is still supported. Editing in either 2-dimension or 3-dimension will re-

sult in the corresponding changes in the 3-dimensional or 2-dimensional

displays respectively.

2. Open pipe architecture to facilitate integration with other applications.

We demonstrate this ability by integrating ProtAlign with the DI-

NAMO4 alignment editing and scoring program. We see this architecture
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as a means for extending the capabilities of ProtAlign.

3. Lego-like glyphs used to represent amino acids (see Color Plate 3). The

design of these glyphs takes into account the overall size and residue type

of the amino acid. Furthermore, the pairing of these glyphs quickly gives

the user an impression of goodness of �t. For example, �tting a round

peg into a square hole indicates a poor �t.

4. Comparative visualization techniques to highlight the quality of an align-

ment. In particular, we draw from and adapt techniques used in com-

paring vector �eld data from aerodynamics 5 to bear upon the problem

of showing how well a structure-sequence �ts together.
In order to facilitate the discussion of our visualization techniques in the con-

text of the protein folding problem, the next section provides a brief overview

of fold recognition for predicting the 3D shape of proteins. This is followed

by a description of methods for assessing protein sequence alignments. Next

we preface a more detailed description of our visualization techniques with a

discussion of previous work in this area. We follow this with a description

of our open pipe architecture and our editing capabilities. We conclude by

summarizing our results and outlining plans for future research.

2 Background

2.1 Protein Structure Prediction

Knowing a protein's structure gives some insight into how the protein works.

This insight can be used to guide biological experiments (such as site-directed

mutagenesis) to verify the details of functionality and to help discover the ge-

netic basis for inherited diseases. The ability to deduce a protein's structure

from its amino acid sequence alone would simplify protein engineering (the

modi�cation of an existing protein's residue sequence for the purpose of cre-

ating a change in the protein's stability or function) and protein design (the

creation of an entirely new protein).

Proteins with similar amino acid sequences will likely possess similar struc-

tures and function 6;7. This makes it possible to predict the overall shape, or

fold, of a protein when its amino acid sequence is similar to that of another

protein whose structure is already known. An alignment is made between a

known structure and a target sequence (see Figure 1). Using the alignment,

the target is \threaded" through the structure 8 creating a structural model

in which the aligned portions of the target sequence backbone are placed in

the same orientations as the corresponding backbone segments of the known

structure. In this way, the overall shape of the protein is predicted. But when

the similarities between the target sequence and the protein with known struc-

ture are small, structural modeling is di�cult. In these cases, the alignments
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Figure 1: Example protein sequence alignment shown in belvu.

and the corresponding structural models must be studied closely in order to

ascertain that they do not violate the accepted heuristics of protein folding.

2.2 Analysis of Alignments and Structural Models

There are many methods for quantifying the similarity of individual amino

acids. Some methods compare the amino acid sizes, possible charges, bonding

patterns, and other chemical properties 9. We have several integrated scoring

methods available to help assess an alignment. The BLOSUM 62 10 amino

acid substitution matrix can be used as an indicator of alignment quality in-

dependent of structural information. This matrix contains a measure of the

likelihood of �nding a particular amino acid substitution in nature.

In addition to using amino acid similarity measures, when building a struc-

tural model of a protein, it is important to analyze the validity of the alignment

in the context of the structure's 3-dimensional environment (using criteria such

as the preference for an intact core and preferences of the individual amino acid

for certain environments and neighboring amino acids). The alignment can be

scored using the environmental data as determined by the program Environ-

ments 11. This information can be either visualized or, in the future, soni�ed

(e.g. with PROMUSE 12).

3 Previous Work

Most molecular graphics programs are designed to allow scientists to study a

single structure in detail. An example of such a program is RasMol 13 (see

Color Plate 1). RasMol allows you to display a molecule in many di�erent

modes (backbone, wireframe, ball and stick, etc.). However, RasMol is strictly

for molecular visualization, and will neither read nor analyze alignment �les.

Of those programs that allow the scientist to use 3-dimensional structural

information to analyze alignments, the majority focus on homology modeling

rather than threading and therefore display either not enough or too much

atomic detail at the level of individual amino acids. One example of a ho-

mology modeling package is the Swiss-Model 14 web server, and its associated
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visualization tool, Swiss-PDB Viewer 14. Swiss-PDB Viewer allows the user

to thread the target sequence through one or more structures and highlight

problem areas. Several other homology modeling visualization systems exist,

including the Molecular Applications Group's LOOK, a stand-alone molecular

modeling program, and Molecular Simulations Inc.'s HOMOLOGY, an adjunct

to the company's molecular graphics package Insight II.

Apart from the alignment evaluation programs based on homology mod-

eling, there are a few notable products designed speci�cally for analyzing the

results of protein threading. One example of such a tool is ANALYST 15,

which was developed to visualize the output of the THREADER 16 program.

Two other programs useful in analyzing structure-sequence alignments are DI-

NAMO 4 and CINEMA 17. CINEMA is currently limited to showing only a

backbone view of the protein, without any detail at the amino acid level. DI-

NAMO uses Chime 18, a web browser plug-in for viewing molecules. Because

Chime is based on RasMol, it is limited to high resolution display.

DINAMO a allows multiple sequence alignments, where the �rst sequence

is considered the guide sequence. This tool has an editor which maps colors,

as determined by the assessment plug-ins, onto the 1-letter amino acid codes

in the 2D alignment and the 3D display.

4 Structure-Sequence Data

In order to display correct structural representations of proteins, we parse

PDB 19 �les. There are many formats for storing biosequence alignments. Our

program reads a format known as the FASTA 20 format. An example of a

protein sequence alignment is given in Figure 1.

5 Structure-Sequence Visualizations

The analyses of fold recognition structural models do not involve amino acid

rotational angles. In fact, similarity of amino acid angles between the known

structure and the target may give the deceptive impression that the region

of the model under inspection is superior. As a result, displaying this data

can detract from the rest of the picture. One of the tenets of information

visualization is to maximize the ratio of information to \ink"21. Clearly, in the

case of protein fold recognition, showing detailed amino acid structure violates

this precept. ProtAlign aims to give as much information as necessary to

the scientist while eliminating those elements that are unnecessary, detracting,

and potentially misleading.
aDINAMO 4 is available on the world wide web at http://tito.ucsc.edu/dinamo/
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5.1 Visualizing the Amino Acids

To prevent discarding all structural information, we have designed glyphs

shaped like children's building blocks to represent the amino acids. The di-

mensions of the block reect the overall structure of the amino acid and the

shape of the pegs reects the residue type 3 (see Color Plate 3). Square pegs

are used to represent hydrophobic amino acids, conical pegs for charged acidic

amino acids, trapezoidal pegs for charged basic amino acids, and cylindrical

pegs for polar amino acids. Illustrating our representation, Phenylalanine, an

amino acid with a seven carbon side chain, is depicted by a block with seven

square pegs. The pegs are arranged to roughly mirror the structural features of

phenylalanine's actual chemical framework (see Color Plate 3 and Figure 2B).

By varying the layout and shape of the building blocks, we can show why one

amino acid might not be a good substitution for another, despite possible simi-

larities in overall shape. Consider the ball and stick depictions of histidine and

phenylalanine (see Figures 2A and 2B). Note that for clarity, only the amino

acid side chains are drawn. Someone without a background in chemistry might

think that the two amino acids are similar enough to be acceptable substitu-

tions for each other. However, as shown in Figure 2C, an alignment containing

a substitution of histidine for phenylalanine in our program would give visual

cues to the user regarding the poor plausibility of this match. Phenylalanine's

hydrophobic nature is indicated by its square shape; similarly, because histi-

dine is a polar molecule it is represented by a cylindrical shape. The \goodness

of substitution" between the two residues can be mapped to the color of the

two blocks. The color is decided by the current scoring mode chosen by the

user. In our case we scored using BLOSUM 62 10, and red indicates the poor

match. In this manner, our glyph depictions convey information on similarity

in amino acid structure and properties in a way that is more easily accessible.

Further, the compact glyphs present residue information without appearing as

busy as a display that contains every atom in the protein structure and the

target sequence. This is demonstrated by comparing Color Plate 1 with Color

Plate 2. The latter contains twice the information (structure and the target)

as the former.
A B C

Figure 2: Ball and stick representation of histidine (A) and phenylalanine (B) side chains.b

Compare to aligned histidine and phenylalanine glyphs (C).

bPictures A and B were created using RasMol.
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5.2 Visualizing the Protein Main Chain

Color Plate 2 shows the residue glyphs superimposed on a simple wireframe

(backbone) depiction of the protein main chain. The backbone and glyph color

indicates the current scoring of the protein (in our case BLOSUM 62).

In addition to amino acid glyphs, we use a protein structure depiction

borrowed from comparative streamline visualization. A representation of the

protein is created whereby the target and structure proteins are represented

as individual \streamlines" following the general shape of the known protein

structure. Correspondence between residues in the target and the structure

are indicated by line segments connecting the streamlines, similar to rungs on

a ladder. The color of each rung is mapped to values in the current scoring

scheme, reecting the suitability of the amino acid substitution at that position

in the alignment (see Color Plate 4). Similar to the streamline mode, the ribbon

mode enables the user to view the alignment quality using a �lled ribbon rather

than a wireframe. The strand mode is much like the ribbon mode, except it

can be seen through (see Color Plates 5 and 6). There are other modes of

drawing the protein. For example, the cartoon mode allows the user to render

the main backbone chain using the familiar Richardson's ribbon format22. The

invisible mode allows the user to select unimportant portions of the protein

and make them invisible. This allows closer inspection of the more important

areas of the protein alignment.

ProtAlign presents a cleaner picture of the overall structure of the pro-

tein. Structural motifs are easier to detect. As evidence of this, compare Color

Plate 1 with Color Plates 2, 4, 5, and 6. All show the same protein in the same

orientation, but the beta barrel structure is completely obscured in Plate 1.

5.3 Assessing the Alignment

If desired, the user can choose from several local scoring functions to help assess

an alignment: BLOSUM 62, Environment, Sonify, or none. When visual cues

and scoring are used, color is mapped as follows: red is bad, orange is very

poor, yellow is poor, green is considered good, while blue is perfect.

Choosing BLOSUM scores and colors the alignment using the BLOSUM

62 matrix. Environment scoring uses output from the program Environments.

Visual coloring shows how likely an amino acid substitution is given the envi-

ronment of the amino acid, the secondary structure, amino acid exposure and

overall goodness of �t. Soni�cation scoring uses the output of Environments,

but will generate both aural and visual cues to help the user access areas of the

alignment 12. When DINAMO is used with ProtAlign, all of the DINAMO

scoring plug-in functions can be used to color our 3D alignment.

It is possible to label the amino acid positions with their 1-letter amino
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acid codes. As shown in Color Plate 4, our program gives a true 3D analogue

of the traditional 2D alignments such as the one in Figure 1.

In streamline mode, streamline rungs indicate the correspondence of amino

acid positions in the alignment created versus positions in an ideal (i.e. refer-

ence) alignment. The angles of the rungs, as determined by MeasureShift 23,

reect the quality of the alignment under assessment. Perpendicular rungs in-

dicate that the amino acids are well aligned, while slanted rungs would indicate

that the amino acids were misaligned. Figure 3 depicts a 2D alignment using

angled line segments between amino acids to indicate problem areas.

Figure 3: Two Dimensional Alignment With Angled Lines Indicating Mismatched Regionsd

All of the depictions of the protein backbone (backbone, ribbon, etc.)

are capable of low resolution assessment of the alignment. When scoring is

used, (red hot for trouble areas, cool blue for great areas) coloring reects

the overall quality of the alignment. When no scoring is enabled, alignment

coloration simply reects the direction of the protein from `N' terminus to

the `C' terminus. This allows scientists to make their own decisions without

outside scoring inuence.

It is possible to get additional information about individual positions in

the alignment. When the user selects an amino acid pair, the position in

the alignment and the numerical score of the position are displayed. It is also

possible to select portions of the alignment by secondary structure as indicated

in PDB �le. This allows the user to select speci�c structural areas to more

closely examine without extra clutter. In Color Plate 4, the beta barrel is

labeled with the 1-letter residue codes.

6 Pipe Architecture

6.1 Communication mechanisms

Other
Molecular 
Graphics Display

ProtAlign
Molecular 
Graphics Display

RasMolDINAMO

ProtAlign
 Interface  

Planned Implemented

Figure 4: Communication pathways through pipe

dThis �gure generated by the program shift �gure. 23
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ProtAlign implements an open pipe communication design. While the tool

is running, it can receive commands from standard in and write commands to

standard out. Because of the open pipe communication, drawing commands

can be received both externally and from the GUI (see Figure 4). This allows

us to make use of the editing and scoring capabilities from a precursor program

DINAMO 4. It also allows our program to drive other graphical visualization

tools such as RasMol. ProtAlign has all the capabilities of DINAMO plus

many visualization capabilities not a�orded by RasMol alone.

6.2 DINAMO driving ProtAlign

Because of the piping mechanism, it is possible to make use of the DINAMO

2D alignment editor while accessing all of the scoring features of both DI-

NAMO and ProtAlign. In fact, any alignment editor that can give commands

through a pipe can access our comparative visualization display. In the past,

DINAMO was only capable of using the high resolution drawing program, Ras-

Mol, to visualize the alignment. Now, it is possible to drive the low resolution

representation of ProtAlign from DINAMO.

6.3 ProtAlign driving other programs

When high resolution is desired, the pipe allows ProtAlign to use RasMol

as visual output. Though the display program is RasMol, the images can be

assessed using our scoring functions. Aside from RasMol, ProtAlign can also

be used in conjunction with PROMUSE where the user can determine how

good the alignment is by listening to aural cues. Finally, it will be possible for

DINAMO to drive ProtAlign which in turn drives RasMol.

7 Alignment Editing Capabilities

7.1 3-Dimensional editing of the alignment

ProtAlign introduces the ability to directly edit the alignment on the 3D

display. It is possible to select a section of the target sequence and drag it

along the structural model (see Color Plate 4). This feature is more intuitive

than changing a 2D alignment and looking back to the image to see the results.

This is especially helpful in closing small gaps in helices and adding gaps in

loop regions.

7.2 2-Dimensional editing of the alignment

Because of the command pipe architecture, it is possible to make use of the DI-

NAMO 2D alignment editor. All changes to the alignment are reected in our

3D graphical display. Currently, ProtAlign can be updated from DINAMO.

However, the converse is not currently true. That is, when the 3D alignment is
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edited directly from within ProtAlign, DINAMO's 2D alignment is not cor-

rectly updated. We anticipate that this problem can be resolved shortly, and

relies primarily on DINAMO to correctly listen (rather than just talk) through

the pipe. To address this problem, we currently have a basic 2D alignment

viewer and editor to allow the the user to interactively edit the alignment by

changing the 2D alignment or the 3D alignment within ProtAlign.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

This project builds upon our earlier work 3. With ProtAlign we introduce

3D interactive editing capabilities. We implement a pipe mechanism that al-

lows other programs to interface with our molecular graphics capabilities, and

allows ProtAlign to communicate with other packages. We o�er new meth-

ods for viewing and assessing structure-sequence alignments. Building-block

glyphs display amino acid structural information in a way that is both compact

and accessible to chemists and non-chemists. The streamline representation

permits the display of high level structural motifs along with both directional

information and alignment quality data. Visual and aural cues make it possible

to easily identify problems with the alignment.

As short term goals, we are working with the DINAMO developers to allow

DINAMO to listen for ProtAlign inputs. This will give full communication

between DINAMO andProtAlign. With full communication, ProtAlign will

have full access to DINAMO's 2D alignment editing tool and scoring plug-ins.

In the interim, ProtAlign uses its own simple 2D alignment representation.

We are currently researching the value of mapping alignment quality to

other display options such as the use of texture mapped images, shininess, opac-

ity, emissivity, building block size, and strand width, thickness, or smoothness.

We are also interested in viewing structure-structure alignments (coor-

dinate �les for two protein structures that have been superimposed in three

dimensions). Again, our streamline methods could be used to indicate where

two protein are most similar in their structures.

As a long term goal, we will be extending our tool for use in high resolution

homology modeling. This will require more detailed depiction of amino acids,

and would entail implementing the following features:

1. Display of � and  backbone angle rotations with the alignment.

2. Estimation of the angles for insertions, deletions, and mutations. These

would be generated using molecular dynamics.

3. Improved navigational and interrogation aid for working within the com-

plex 3D structure.
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4. The ability to save the coordinate �les for the predicted structure in

standard PDB format.

Check the following URL for updated information on this work:

www.cse.ucsc.edu/research/avis/bio.html.
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